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Capitalists Than We Do.Maybe you have knowledge that, people have look numerous times for
their favorite books later this Maonomics Why Chinese Communists Make Better Capitalists Than
We Do, but end occurring in harmful downloads.
Rather than enjoying a fine ebook in the same way as a mug of coffee in the afternoon, otherwise
they juggled when some harmful virus inside their computer. Maonomics Why Chinese
Communists Make Better Capitalists Than We Do is user-friendly in our digital library an online
right of entry to it is set as public for that reason you can download it instantly. Our digital library
saves in compound countries, allowing you to get the most less latency times to download any of our
books following this one. Merely said, the Maonomics Why Chinese Communists Make Better
Capitalists Than We Do is universally compatible taking into consideration any devices to read.

The Broken Wave Feb 26 2020 This book is a sophisticated and deeply researched volume on Mao
Tse-tung's early leadership and on the formative years of the Chinese Communist Peasant
movement. It has been axiomatic in Asian studies that knowledge of the early years of Chinese
communism would throw the most light on modern happenings. In this landmark volume, Hofheinz
provides the much-needed map for understanding. Hofheinz shows how the rural revolution began,
dissects with exquisite care the mentalities of the first leaders, and assesses the early gropings of
peasant revolutionaries toward class struggle. He explains why Mao and others came to believe that
the huge rural population was the most powerful force in China and that warfare against any visible
enemies constituted progress for the Communist cause. Yet the first Chinese Communists failed
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miserably both as members of the Kuomintang coalition and on their own. The reasons for the great
debacle of the 1920s are set out in this book for the first time in all their complexity. As important as
this history is, Hofheinz declares, the lessons Mao learned from his defeats are of even greater
significance. Mao and his followers shaped every decision in later years to avoid the errors of the
past. The author demonstrates how Mao used ruralism, militarization, worship of numbers and not
territory, and a fierce autonomy from other political groups to gain his ends.
Chinese Communists and Hong Kong Capitalists Mar 29 2020 This book examines Chinese
Communist activities in Hong Kong from the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese War in 1937 to the
handover in 1997. It reveals a peculiar part of Chinese Communist history, and traces six decades of
astounding united front between the Chinese Communists and the Hong Kong tycoons and upperclass business elite.
Chiang Kai-shek Versus Mao Tse-tung: The Battle for China 1946–1949 Dec 06 2020 A vivid
portrait of the final years of the civil war between the Chinese Nationalists and Communists,
including many previously unpublished photos. This volume in the Images of War series is the first
photographic history of the Chinese Civil War, fought between Chiang Kai-shek’s Nationalists and
the Communists of Mao Tse-tung, which decided the future of modern China. A selection of over two
hundred archive photographs, many of which have not been published before, depict the battle for
power that took place across the breadth of the country. The armies, air forces, and navies of the
opposing sides are shown in a sequence of graphic images, as is the ordeal of the long-suffering
Chinese civilians who were caught up in a conflict that cost millions of lives. Detailed accompanying
text describes the make-up of the Nationalist and Communist forces, and their contrasting
strategies, tactics, and leadership. This is a visceral and concise introduction to a pivotal conflict
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that has left an indelible mark on the China of today—and on the rest of the world.
Underground Front Mar 09 2021 Underground Front is a pioneering examination of the role that the
Chinese Communist Party has played in Hong Kong since the creation of the party in 1921, through
to the present day. The second edition goes into greater depth on the party’s view on “one country,
two systems”, “patriotism”, and “elections”. The introduction has been extensively revised and the
concluding chapter has been completely rewritten in order to give a thorough account of the
post-1997 governance and political system in Hong Kong, and where challenges lie. Christine Loh
endeavours to keep the data and the materials up to date and to include the discussion of some
recent events in Hong Kong. The appendices on the key targets of the party’s united front activities
also make the book an especially useful read for all who are interested in Hong Kong history and
politics, and the history of modern China. ‘Although the author calls herself an “outsider”, this book
provides such a distinctly incisive analysis that even an “insider” will pale by comparison. Christine
Loh’s exposition of the Communist Party’s co-optation and persuasion is particularly revealing for
anyone not versed in communist-speak. A must-read for anyone who cares for Hong Kong—simply
because the Communist Party in Hong Kong is a heavyweight player in shaping our future.’ —Ching
Cheong ‘Authoritative, thoroughly researched and lucidly written, Christine Loh’s work must be read
by everyone who wants to make sense of the Chinese Communist Party’s agenda in Hong Kong. This
book is remarkable for its fair-mindedness in evaluating the party’s record. She provides an
absorbing account of its leaders’ hard-headed pragmatism in tolerating this outpost of colonial and
capitalism during the Cold War and the Cultural Revolution. Her analysis of the party’s involvement
in contemporary Hong Kong is an impressive contribution to our understanding of Beijing’s
expanding involvement in Hong Kong affairs. The author has achieved a notable breakthrough with
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this fascinating study of a political organisation whose role and influence in Hong Kong have
hitherto been shrouded in secrecy.’ —Leo Goodstadt
China’s Grand Strategy Sep 03 2020 To explore what extended competition between the United
States and China might entail out to 2050, the authors of this report identified and characterized
China’s grand strategy, analyzed its component national strategies (diplomacy, economics, science
and technology, and military affairs), and assessed how successful China might be at implementing
these over the next three decades.
The Chinese Communist Treatment of Counterrevolutionaries, 1924-1949 Jan 19 2022
During the period 1924-1949, amid civil war with the KMT, war with the Japanese, internal
leadership disputes, and other chaotic conditions, rapid shifts occurred in the political culture of
China. Patricia Griffin contends that an understanding of how the Chinese Communists created a
legal system at this time is essential to a grasp of more recent events. Focusing on the Communists'
definition and treatment of counterrevolutionaries, she describes and assesses the contribution of
environment, ideology, and leadership in the development of legal techniques used by the
Communists in their rise to power. In this book, translations of the major statutes concerning
counterrevolutionaries during the period, together with an account of the growth of
counterrevolutionary law and the legal structure, explain how the counterrevolutionaries were dealt
with and how their treatment changed in response to external and internal stimuli. The author
analyzes the roles of ideology and experience as determinants of law toward counterrevolutionaries
and, in a final chapter, discusses the implications of the early experience for future legal
developments in China. Her topic is of vital importance because of the politically sensitive nature of
the subject matter and because of the time period examined. Originally published in 1976. The
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Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available
previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These
paperback editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in
durable paperback editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to
the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press
since its founding in 1905.
Quotations from Chairman Mao Tse-tung Jan 27 2020 Reveals the man and the aims of the Cultural
Revolution.
Finding Allies and Making Revolution May 23 2022 "What does a Dutchman have to do with the rise
of the Chinese Communist Party? Finding Allies and Making Revolution by Tony Saich reveals how
Henk Sneevliet (alias Maring), arriving as Lenin's choice for China work, provided the communists
with two of their most enduring legacies: the idea of a Leninist party and the tactic of the united
front. Sneevliet strived to instill discipline and structure for the left-leaning intellectuals searching
for a solution to China's humiliation. He was not an easy man and clashed with the Chinese
comrades and his masters in Moscow. This new analysis is based on Sneevliet's diaries and reports,
together with contemporary materials from key Chinese figures, and important documents held in
the Comintern's China archive"-China’s Inevitable Revolution May 31 2020 This book examines the political exigencies facing both
the US and the Chinese Communist Party during the decisive years of the Chinese Civil War. The
book offers a new and challenging perspective on America's infamous loss in China, and on the
Communists' victory.
China's Communist Party Oct 16 2021 Few issues affect the future of China--and hence all the
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nations that interact with China--more than the nature of its ruling party and government. In this
timely study, David Shambaugh assesses the strengths and weaknesses, durability, adaptability, and
potential longevity of China's Communist Party (CCP). He argues that although the CCP has been in
a protracted state of atrophy, it has undertaken a number of adaptive measures aimed at reinventing
itself and strengthening its rule. Shambaugh's investigation draws on a unique set of inner-Party
documents and interviews, and he finds that China's Communist Party is resilient and will continue
to retain its grip on power. Copub: Woodrow Wilson Center Press
Orphans Of The Cold War Apr 29 2020 Chronicles the efforts of Tibetan insurgents and CIA
operatives in defense of Tibet against Chinese repression
Patterns in the Dust Jan 07 2021 Chiang Kai-shek's Chinese Nationalist government collapsed in
1949 despite United States support for the regime during the anti-Communist civil war. American
policymakers were then forced to choose between rescuing the Nationalists or coming to terms with
China's Communist government. The Truman Administration, caught up in the calculations of cold
war diplomacy, refused to make a rash decision. Secretary of State Dean Acheson likened the
Nationalist collapse to a tree falling in the forest--the United States would have to wait for the dust
settled before it could see ahead clearly. Patterns in the Dust is a fresh look at a period
overwhelmed by later events. Drawing on many previously unavailable sources, Nancy Bernkopf
Tucker assesses the factors that influenced Washington policymakers during the critical few months
in which the thirty-year estrangement between the two countries began. She examines the
government's assessment of the chances for accommodation with the Chinese Communists, the
careful efforts to ascertain American public opinion, and the effects of the Korean War which
brought reasoned dialogue to an abrupt end. Patterns in the Dust highlights the flexibility that Dean
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Acheson retained in American policy toward China. Acheson emerges as a highly pragmatic man
determined to preserve contacts with China simply because, as events have proved, that was the
realistic way to conduct international relations.
The Economy of Communist China, 1949–1969 Sep 15 2021 Economic development in mainland
China during the first two decades of Communist control provides a typical example for the difficult
task to transform a vast underdeveloped agrarian economy into a modern industrial one. In the first
half of this period, a series of massive transformations of social and economic institutions was
accompanied by a drafted industrialization program; the result was an impressive speed-up in
economic growth. The second decade witnessed an economic crisis (1960–62) and a political
upheaval (1966–68). These disruptions marred the economic performance over the period as a
whole. Consequently, the long-term growth rate appears to have been only moderate. The Economy
of Communist China reviews selected aspects of the economy. After examining the development
strategy, it analyzes the quantitative trends and the structural changes. The book goes on to analyze
the key factors contributing to the earlier growth and the elements responsible for the later
disruption and finally assesses the impact of the Cultural Revolution on the Chinese economy and
the prospects of the current Third Five-Year Plan. The text includes a bibliography of selected
materials on Chinese economic development.
The Party Aug 22 2019 In this provocative and illuminating account, Richard McGregor offers a
captivating portrait of China’s Communist Party, its grip on power and control over China, and its
future. China’s political and economic growth in the past three decades has been one of astonishing,
epochal dimensions. The most remarkable part of this transformation, however, has been left largely
untold—the central role of the Chinese Communist Party. In The Party, Richard McGregor delves
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deeply into China’s inner sanctum for the first time, showing how the Communist Party controls the
government, courts, media, and military and keeps all corruption accusations against its members
in-house. The Party’s decisions have a global impact, yet the CCP remains a deeply secretive body,
hostile to the law and unaccountable to anyone or anything other than its own internal tribunals. It
is the world’s only geopolitical rival of the United States, and is primed to think the worst of the
West.
Revolutions: A Very Short Introduction Feb 08 2021 Revolutions have shaped world politics for
the last three hundred years. This volume shows why revolutions occur, how they unfold, and where
they created democracies and dictatorships. Jack A. Goldstone presents the history of revolutions
from America and France to the collapse of the Soviet Union, 'People Power' revolutions, and the
Arab revolts.
Quotations from Chairman Mao Tsetung Jul 25 2022
Mao's Way May 11 2021 This major biography of Mao draws on never before seen documents to
reveal surprising details about Mao's rise to power and leadership in China. This title is part of UC
Press's Voices Revived program, which commemorates University of California Press's mission to
seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice, reach, and impact. Drawing on a
backlist dating to 1893, Voices Revived makes high-quality, peer-reviewed scholarship accessible
once again using print-on-demand technology. This title was originally published in 1972.
The Cultural Revolution Sep 22 2019 The concluding volume--following Mao's Great Famine and The
Tragedy of Liberation--in Frank Dikötter's award-winning trilogy chronicling the Communist
revolution in China. After the economic disaster of the Great Leap Forward that claimed tens of
millions of lives from 1958–1962, an aging Mao Zedong launched an ambitious scheme to shore up
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his reputation and eliminate those he viewed as a threat to his legacy. The Cultural Revolution's goal
was to purge the country of bourgeois, capitalistic elements he claimed were threatening genuine
communist ideology. Young students formed the Red Guards, vowing to defend the Chairman to the
death, but soon rival factions started fighting each other in the streets with semiautomatic weapons
in the name of revolutionary purity. As the country descended into chaos, the military intervened,
turning China into a garrison state marked by bloody purges that crushed as many as one in fifty
people. The Cultural Revolution: A People's History, 1962–1976 draws for the first time on hundreds
of previously classified party documents, from secret police reports to unexpurgated versions of
leadership speeches. After the army itself fell victim to the Cultural Revolution, ordinary people used
the political chaos to resurrect the market and hollow out the party's ideology. By showing how
economic reform from below was an unintended consequence of a decade of violent purges and
entrenched fear, The Cultural Revolution casts China's most tumultuous era in a wholly new light.
Maonomics Oct 28 2022 The end of the cold war was thought to signal the triumph of Western
capitalism over Communism. In Maonomics: Why Chinese Communists Make Better Capitalists than
We Do, Napoleoni argues just the opposite: what we are witnessing instead is the beginning of the
collapse of capitalism and the victory of "communism with a profit motive." Maonomics charts the
prodigious ascent of the Chinese economic miracle and the parallel course of the West’s ongoing
insistence on misconstruing China and its economy even as we acknowledge its growing influence
and importance. Maonomics is a warning call whereby Western governments can avoid economic
collapse by learning how to understand more clearly what the lessons of the Chinese economy really
are. Based on first-hand reporting from China during frequent visits in the last several years,
Maonomics lends credence to the Chinese view and translates it for Western readers. For example,
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the Chinese too are attached to their vision of democracy, but it is different from ours. It isn’t
focused as much on voting as it is economic opportunity and the fair distribution of wealth and
prosperity. Napoleoni also separates failed Leninist political ideology from true Marxist theory,
showing that Marx’s writings do not reject profit so long as it is used to benefit the people. Marx’s
dictatorship of the proletariat is being realized in China, she argues, where giant steps forward are
being made in the name of progress and the wellbeing and prosperity of the Chinese people. Looking
at the Chinese economy up close, any economist would be hard pressed to say that they are not on
the right track. Here Loretta Napoleoni offers a front row seat on the greatest show on earth: the
peaceful economic revolution that is shifting the balance of power in the world from West to East.
Modern China's Foreign Policy Jul 13 2021 Modern China's Foreign Policy was first published in
1953. Minnesota Archive Editions uses digital technology to make long-unavailable books once again
accessible, and are published unaltered from the original University of Minnesota Press editions.
What are China's objectives in world affairs and what course will she pursue to achieve her goals?
These are the questions of vital concern to the Western democracies, questions that can be
approached intelligently only from a knowledge of how China's foreign policy has developed. In this
illuminating and carefully documented book, Professor Levi analyzes china's attitudes and actions
toward the rest of the world and clarifies many motivations behind her behavior, past and present.
He traces the development of her foreign relations from the beginning of the modern era of Chinese
contacts with Westerners, a little more than hundred years ago. The emphasis, however, is on the
twentieth century, and particularly on the years since the peace settlements of World War I. The
complex balance of relationships between China and the United States, on the one hand, and China
and the Soviet Union, on the other, since the end of World War II is discussed in detail. Communist
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doctrine, notwithstanding its apparent rigidity, is shown to be a conveniently adjustable tool,
capable of adaptation to the needs and strategies of present-day China. An integral part of the
account is the attempt to single out and interpret the internal forces -- cultural, social, and economic
-- that have influenced and shaped China's external policies. Thus, it is shown that the determinants
of China's foreign policy have often been pressures and complexities within the country and that and
understanding of the Chinese people and their traditions is essential to nations in their dealings with
China.
Resistance and Revolution in China Dec 18 2021
The Chinese Communist Party Sep 27 2022 Ten engaging personal histories introduce readers to
what it was like to live in and with the most powerful political machine ever created: the Chinese
Communist Party. Detailing the life of ten people who led or engaged with the Chinese Communist
Party, one each for one of its ten decades of its existence, these essays reflect on the Party's
relentless pursuit of power and extraordinary adaptability through the transformative decades since
1921. Demonstrating that the history of the Chinese Communist Party is not one story but many
stories, readers learn about paths not taken, the role of chance, ideas and persons silenced, hopes
both lost and fulfilled. This vivid mosaic of lives and voices draws together one hundred years of
modern Chinese history - and illuminates possible paths for China's future.
Afterlives of Chinese Communism Aug 26 2022 Afterlives of Chinese Communism comprises essays
from over fifty world- renowned scholars in the China field, from various disciplines and continents.
It provides an indispensable guide for understanding how the Mao era continues to shape Chinese
politics today. Each chapter discusses a concept or practice from the Mao period, what it attempted
to do, and what has become of it since. The authors respond to the legacy of Maoism from numerous
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perspectives to consider what lessons Chinese communism can offer today, and whether there is a
future for the egalitarian politics that it once promised.
A Brief History of the Cold War Nov 05 2020 A book to challenge the status quo, spark a debate,
and get people talking about the issues and questions we face as a country!
Mao's Third Front Jul 21 2019 An examination of how economic development and everyday life
intersected with the temperature of Cold War geopolitics in Mao's China.
The Long Game Feb 20 2022 For more than a century, no US adversary or coalition of adversaries not Nazi Germany, Imperial Japan, or the Soviet Union - has ever reached sixty percent of US GDP.
China is the sole exception, and it is fast emerging into a global superpower that could rival, if not
eclipse, the United States. What does China want, does it have a grand strategy to achieve it, and
what should the United States do about it? In The Long Game, Rush Doshi draws from a rich base of
Chinese primary sources, including decades worth of party documents, leaked materials, memoirs by
party leaders, and a careful analysis of China's conduct to provide a history of China's grand
strategy since the end of the Cold War. Taking readers behind the Party's closed doors, he uncovers
Beijing's long, methodical game to displace America from its hegemonic position in both the East
Asia regional and global orders through three sequential "strategies of displacement." Beginning in
the 1980s, China focused for two decades on "hiding capabilities and biding time." After the 2008
Global Financial Crisis, it became more assertive regionally, following a policy of "actively
accomplishing something." Finally, in the aftermath populist elections of 2016, China shifted to an
even more aggressive strategy for undermining US hegemony, adopting the phrase "great changes
unseen in century." After charting how China's long game has evolved, Doshi offers a comprehensive
yet asymmetric plan for an effective US response. Ironically, his proposed approach takes a page
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from Beijing's own strategic playbook to undermine China's ambitions and strengthen American
order without competing dollar-for-dollar, ship-for-ship, or loan-for-loan.
From Rebel to Ruler Apr 10 2021 On the centennial of the founding of the Chinese Communist
Party, the definitive history of how Mao and his successors overcame incredible odds to gain and
keep power. Mao Zedong and the twelve other young men who founded the Chinese Communist
Party in 1921 could hardly have imagined that less than thirty years later they would be rulers. On
its hundredth anniversary, the party remains in command, leading a nation primed for global
dominance. Tony Saich tells the authoritative, comprehensive story of the Chinese Communist
Party—its rise to power against incredible odds, its struggle to consolidate rule and overcome selfinflicted disasters, and its thriving amid other Communist parties’ collapse. Saich argues that the
brutal Japanese invasion in the 1930s actually helped the party. As the Communists retreated into
the countryside, they established themselves as the populist, grassroots alternative to the
Nationalists, gaining the support they would need to triumph in the civil war. Once in power,
however, the Communists faced the difficult task of learning how to rule. Saich examines the
devastating economic consequences of Mao’s Great Leap Forward and the political chaos of the
Cultural Revolution, as well as the party’s rebound under Deng Xiaoping’s reforms. Leninist systems
are thought to be rigid, yet the Chinese Communist Party has proved adaptable. From Rebel to Ruler
shows that the party owes its endurance to its flexibility. But is it nimble enough to realize Xi
Jinping’s “China Dream”? Challenges are multiplying, as the growing middle class makes new
demands on the state and the ideological retreat from communism draws the party further from its
revolutionary roots. The legacy of the party may be secure, but its future is anything but guaranteed.
The Thought Remolding Campaign of the Chinese Communist Party-state Jul 01 2020 In its
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comprehensive analysis of a wide range of primary and secondary sources in both Chinese and
Western languages, this authoritative work stands as the definitive study of the theory,
implementation and legacy of the Chinese Communist Party's thought-remolding campaign. This
decades-long campaign involved the extraction of confessions from millions of Chinese citizens
suspected of heterodoxy or disobedience to party dictates, along with their subjection to various
forms of "re-education" and indoctrination. Hu Ping's carefully structured overview provides a
valuable insider's perspective, and supersedes the previous landmark study on this vastly interesting
topic.
The Coming Collapse of China Mar 21 2022 China is hot. The world sees a glorious future for this
sleeping giant, three times larger than the United States, predicting it will blossom into the world's
biggest economy by 2010. According to Chang, however, a Chinese-American lawyer and China
specialist, the People's Republic is a paper dragon. Peer beneath the veneer of modernization since
Mao's death, and the symptoms of decay are everywhere: Deflation grips the economy, state-owned
enterprises are failing, banks are hopelessly insolvent, foreign investment continues to decline, and
Communist party corruption eats away at the fabric of society. Beijing's cautious reforms have left
the country stuck midway between communism and capitalism, Chang writes. With its impending
World Trade Organization membership, for the first time China will be forced to open itself to
foreign competition, which will shake the country to its foundations. Economic failure will be
followed by government collapse. Covering subjects from party politics to the Falun Gong to the
government's insupportable position on Taiwan, Chang presents a thorough and very chilling
overview of China's present and not-so-distant future.
Kingdom of Characters Oct 04 2020 What does it take to reinvent a language? After a meteoric rise,
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China today is one of the world’s most powerful nations. Just a century ago, it was a crumbling
empire with literacy reserved for the elite few, as the world underwent a massive technological
transformation that threatened to leave them behind. In Kingdom of Characters, Jing Tsu argues that
China’s most daunting challenge was a linguistic one: the century-long fight to make the formidable
Chinese language accessible to the modern world of global trade and digital technology. Kingdom of
Characters follows the bold innovators who reinvented the Chinese language, among them an exiled
reformer who risked a death sentence to advocate for Mandarin as a national language, a ChineseMuslim poet who laid the groundwork for Chairman Mao's phonetic writing system, and a computer
engineer who devised input codes for Chinese characters on the lid of a teacup from the floor of a
jail cell. Without their advances, China might never have become the dominating force we know
today. With larger-than-life characters and an unexpected perspective on the major events of China’s
tumultuous twentieth century, Tsu reveals how language is both a technology to be perfected and a
subtle, yet potent, power to be exercised and expanded.
Hong Kong and the Cold War Aug 14 2021 After 1949, the British Empire in Hong Kong was more
vulnerable than the lack of Chinese demand for return and the success of Hong Kong's economic
transformations might have suggested. Its vulnerability stemmed as much from Britain's imperial
decline and America's Cold War requirements as from a Chinese threat. It culminated in the little
known '1957 Question', a year when the British position in Hong Kong appeared more uncertain
than any time since 1949.This is the first scholarly study that places Hong Kong at the heart of the
Anglo-American relationship in the wider context of the Cold War in Asia. Unlike existing works,
which tend to treat British and US policies in isolation, this book explores their dynamic interactions
- how the two allies perceived, responded to, and attempted to influence each other's policies and
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actions. It also provides a major reinterpretation of Hong Kong's involvement in the containment of
China. Dr Mark arguesthat, concerned about possible Chinese retaliation, the British insisted and
the Americans accepted that Hong Kong's role should be as discreet and non-confrontational in
nature as possible. Above all, top decision-makers in Washington evaluated Hong Kong's significance
not in its own right, but inthe context of the Anglo-American relationship: Hong Kong was seen
primarily as a bargaining chip to obtain British support for US policy elsewhere in Asia.By using a
variety of British and US archival material as well as Chinese sources, Dr Mark examines how the
British and US government discussed, debated, and disagreed over Hong Kong's role in the Cold
War, and reveals the dynamics of the Anglo-American alliance and the dilemmas of small allies in a
global conflict.
Soft War Nov 24 2019 This collection focuses on non-kinetic warfare, including cyber, media, and
economic warfare, as well as non-violent resistance, 'lawfare', and hostage-taking.
Radicalism and Its Demise Oct 24 2019 This book chronicles the dynamics of local and central
partypolitics as it describes the Nationalists' turn from radical to status-quo policies and practices.
Geisert revisits important issues that continue to engage scholarship on the Republican era--in
particular the social and political bases of Guomindang rule. He clarifies how Guomindang factions
and to a lesser extent the Chinese Communist Party competed in local-level social movements and
political struggles in Jiangsu. While most studies of modern Chinese state-making focus on
government institutions, the author reminds us that the party organization must also be considered
an important player in this process. Bradley Geisert teaches history at Randolph-Macon Women's
College. He has published several papers on the Guomindang in Republican China.
The Eagle-Dragon Alliance Nov 17 2021 "This general history, based on archival and monographic
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sources, some of which were not available to earlier writers, is designed to be a balanced and
comprehensive synthesis. Seldom does a historian come upon a richer mix of colorful personalities,
dramatic action, Byzantine intrigue, and momentous historical issues." "The impact of Americans on
China during the war was enormous. Much of U.S. activity in China, because of inadequate
knowledge of China's culture, government, and military capabilities, was harmful to China and
Chiang's regime. Moreover, U.S. efforts to induce Chiang to make reforms designed to improve his
regime's war effort and chances for post-war survival were ineffective." "The sulfurous American
General Joseph Stilwell, assigned to serve as Chiang's chief of staff, underestimating the fighting
ability of the Japanese and disregarding Chiang's advice, followed a strategy in the first Burma
campaign that contributed to the loss of Chiang's best divisions and the chance of holding north
Burma. Stilwell's obsessive demand for a new Burma campaign involved him in bitter controversies
with Chiang, the British, and U.S. Air Commander Claire Chennault." "When the British demanded
that Stilwell be removed from Burma, he, with Roosevelt's support, demanded that Chiang turn over
to him the command of China's armed forces, which was equivalent to control of China. But
Americans could not enforce this demand on Chiang, who expelled Stilwell from China. Ambassador
Patrick Hurley then attempted to arrange a coalition government between Chiang and the
Communists, a proposal Chiang rejected." "At Roosevelt's insistence, Chiang allowed America to
send U.S. personnel, the "Dixie Mission," to the Communist headquarters at Yennan. Mao Tse-Tung
convinced Foreign Service Officer John Service and others that he sought a cooperative relationship
with America (in order, among other reasons, to reduce his dependence on Russia). Before Stilwell's
dismissal Americans had decided to arm the Communists, but the removal of Stilwell defeated that
purpose, and U.S. aid continued to go exclusively to Chiang. It appeared that the ideological
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preferences of Americans brought about a postponement of cooperation with the ultimately
victorious Chinese Communists, despite an eventual common interest in keeping Soviet influence in
East Asia in check." "This comprehensive study is illustrated and includes a chronology, glossary,
bibliography and index."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North America,
Inc. All Rights Reserved
The Banquet Jun 19 2019 In February 2006, Emily Foster ventured from Canada to China,
following in the footsteps of her grandparents and great-grandparents, who had worked in China
from 1920 to 1968. Throughout the course of her journey, Emily discovered a powerful new sense of
family roots. She now shares her passionate account of their experiences to inspire others to make
the most of life's adventures. Emily's great-grandparents left their Saskatchewan farm in 1920 and
immigrated to Szechuan province, West China. Their daughter, Muriel Kitchen, grew up surrounded
by missionary compound walls, amidst battling warlords, Japanese invasions, and the rise of Chinese
Communism. After obtaining a nursing degree in Canada, and marrying Walton Tonge, Muriel
returned to China with her new husband. They were expelled two years later by the Communist
regime. Banned from China, Muriel, Walton, and their young children moved to Hong Kong. There,
Muriel worked as the superintendent of an orphanage where she helped save the lives of many
abandoned infants. The Banquet: My Grandma's Memories of China chronicles Muriel Tonge's
unforgettable experiences in the East, and celebrates her tireless dedication to people in need.
The Making of the State Enterprise System in Modern China Dec 26 2019 When, how, and
why did the state enterprise system of modern China take shape? The conventional argument is that
China borrowed its economic system and development strategy wholesale from the Soviet Union in
the 1950s. In an important new interpretation, Bian shows instead that the basic institutional
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arrangement of state-owned enterprise--bureaucratic governance, management and incentive
mechanisms, and the provision of social services and welfare--developed in China during the war
years 1937-1945.
The Chinese Communist Party's Capacity to Rule Jun 24 2022 Why did the Chinese Communist Party
(CCP) not follow the failure of the communist regimes in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union? This
book examines this question by studying two crucial strategies that the CCP feels it needs to
implement in order to remain in power: ideological reform and the institutionalization of leadership
succession.
How China Became Capitalist Apr 22 2022 How China Became Capitalist details the extraordinary,
and often unanticipated, journey that China has taken over the past thirty five years in transforming
itself from a closed agrarian socialist economy to an indomitable economic force in the international
arena. The authors revitalise the debate around the rise of the Chinese economy through the use of
primary sources, persuasively arguing that the reforms implemented by the Chinese leaders did not
represent a concerted attempt to create a capitalist economy, and that it was 'marginal revolutions'
that introduced the market and entrepreneurship back to China. Lessons from the West were guided
by the traditional Chinese principle of 'seeking truth from facts'. By turning to capitalism, China reembraced her own cultural roots. How China Became Capitalist challenges received wisdom about
the future of the Chinese economy, warning that while China has enormous potential for further
growth, the future is clouded by the government's monopoly of ideas and power. Coase and Wang
argue that the development of a market for ideas which has a long and revered tradition in China
would be integral in bringing about the Chinese dream of social harmony.
Red at Heart Jun 12 2021 Presents a multigenerational history of the people who experienced Sinomaonomics-why-chinese-communists-make-better-capitalists-than-we-do
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Soviet affairs most intimately: prominent Chinese revolutionaries who traveled to Russia in their
youths to study, often falling in love and having children there. Their personal memoirs, interviews
with their children, and a collection of documents from the Russian archives allow McGuire to
reconstruct the sexually-charged, physically difficult, and politically dangerous lives of Chinese
communists in the Soviet Union. She brings to life a cast of transnational characters--including a son
of Chiang Kai-shek and a wife of Mao Zedong--who connected the two great communist revolutions
in human terms. Weaving personal stories and cultural interactions into political history, McGuire
shows that the Sino-Soviet relationship was not a brotherhood or a friendship, but rather played out
in phases like many lifelong love affairs - from first love, early betrayal, and love children; through
eventual marriage with its conveniences and annoyances, guarded optimism, and official heirs; to
divorce, reconciliation, and a nostalgia that lingers even today. --From publisher description.
The British Government's China Policy, 1945-1950 Aug 02 2020 A look at the British Government's
policy towards China between 1945 and 1950.
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